Poor Soccer Year Comes to Finish
Seven Letter-men Eligible For Next Season's Varsity Promises Well

(Continued from page 3) from the start to the finish and there was never any doubt as to the outcome of this game. Harvard was held to a tie chiefly through the wonderful defense of the Cardinal and they put up a good fight. They were a better organized team, but they could not get any of the breaks and the Engineers were a little too fast for the boys from Harvard.

Technology should have won the game with New Hampshires on the following Saturday, but they were paced out 12-2. It seemed that the Wildcats got all the breaks and that aimed of the Technology, when they did get any, were broken up and that made the difference. The breaks of the season as the Wildcats are of about the same nature as the Engineers. A 4-0 defeat at the hands of the Army marked the final game of the year. The Army was one of the best teams of the fall season and the Wildcats were of about the same calibre as the Wildcats. This was probably one of the breaks of the season as the Wildcats are of about the same nature as the Engineers. The Crimson were held to a 1-1 tie chief-
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"Lombardi, Ltd." is the vehicle the St. James players are using this week to display their histrionic talent. It seems to be a rather good show. Day Daly famous, is capital; it is the best sort of dialect which has made T. A. 'What? We're o' Christmas' the best loved play in the world. Lombardi, was almost the whole show. The expected of Mr. Gibbons, the Old Problem
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